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ABSTRACT

Currently,ranging for deep space missions is performed by turning around the uplink ranging modulation and re-modulating
it onto the downlink carrier. This method results in about 1.5 MHz of noise also being modulated onto the downlink,
severely degrading the received ranging SNR on the ground. This degradation must be compensated for by either increasing the integration time of the received signal, which increases the length of time for the track, or increasing the downlink
ranging signal’s modulation index, which decreases the power available for the telemetq modulation.
A method for the regeneration on the spacecraft o f a pseudonoise (PN) ranging signal has been developed. This method
allows for an increase of up to 30 dB in the received downlink ranging power. The increased power can be used to de-

crease the measurement uncertainty, reduce the time of the measurement, or increase the power allocated to the downlink
telemetry. This system was implemented in the Spacecraft Transponding Modem that was developed by JPL for NASA.

INTRODUCTION
Ranging is one of the two most important techniques for the radiodetermination of spacecraft in deep space. The other
is Doppler measurement. Both types of measurement use an uplink and a downlink with a coherent transponding of the
carrier at the spacecraft in order to achieve the best possible accuracy. Ranging requires, in addition, the modulation of a
specially designed signal onto the carrier, and this ranging signal must also be transponded by the spacecraft.
A Doppler measurement is made by comparing the rate-of-change (ie.,derivative) of carrier phase for the received downlink with that for the transmitted uplink. Since a Doppler measurement requires no special modulation, it is an on-going
activity whenever the uplink and downlink carriers are coherently related through transponding at the spacecraft.
A range measurement, on the other hand, requires the presence of a ranging signal modulated onto the uplink and downlink. Within the spacecraft transponder, the ranging signal on the uplink is demodulated, filtered, and re-modulated onto the
downlink carrier. The ground tracking station measures the time required for the ranging signal to travel to the spacecraft
and back. From this time delay, the range may be inferred. We have come to expect quite small errors in the determination
of range. For example, the Mars 98 missions expect measurements of range to be accurate to within a few meters. [l]

Whenever the ranging signal is present on the up- and downlinks, the power available for communications (command on
the uplink and telemetry on the downlink) is reduced. Furthermore, when the ranging signal, which is generally quite weak
upon arrival at the spacecraft, is filtered and re-modulated onto the downlink, noise accompanies it. This further diminishes the power available for telemetry and degrades the received ranging signal. For a typical deep space channel, the
noise power that is re-transmittedis on the order of30 to 40 dB greater than the ranging signal power. Needless to say, this
is wasteful of a very limited resource, spacecraft transmitted power.
This paper discusses regenerative ranging, a method for removing the uplink noise that gets re-transmitted in the turnaround process, increasing the efficiency ofthe downlink when ranging is active. This gives the link designer the option of
ranging for less time or decreasing the ranging power on the downlink, giving more power to the telemetry. Regenerative
ranging has been implemented in the new Spacecraft Transponding Modem (STM), which was designed by JPL for both
deep space and near-earth applications. Using regenerative ranging will provide an increase in received ranging power
to noise spectral density (P,/No) up to 30 dB. First, there is a discussion of the ranging problem and why regenerative
ranging is needed. Finally, the regenerative system is explained and the STM implementation presented.
DISCUSSION OF DEEP SPACE RANGING
In essence, ranging is the measurement of the round trip light time (RTLT) between the ground equipment and the spacecraft. This is done by modulating a known sequence (the ranging signal or code) onto the uplink carrier. The spacecraft
receiver locks to the carrier, demodulates the ranging signal, and re-modulates it onto a downlink carrier, which is coherently related to the uplink carrier. The ratio between the uplink and downlink carriers is known as the turn-around ratio.
The receiving equipment on the ground locks to the downlink carrier and demodulates the ranging signal. The ranging
signal is correlated with the transmitted signal and the offset between the two i s the RTLT (modulo the resolving capability
of the signal). The types of ranging sequences and the measurement itself are discussed below.

PN ranging involves sending a sequence built from PN components of length 2 , 7 , I I , 15,19, and 23, resulting in a unique
sequence of length 1,009,470 bits. The disadvantage with this scheme is that it requires the correlator to acquire the 6 components in parallel, making the correlator more complicated. The advantage with this method is that the PN acquisition
determines where it is in the sequence, removing the requirement to know when the sequence started.
The accuracy of the measurement is determined 'by two things: the highest frequency of the code and the resolution of the
measurement being done. The correlation process can only resolve the signal to one cycle of the signal being measured
and can only resolve that cycle to a certain resolution. For example, currently the highest frequency used is approximately
1 MHz and the resolution of the measurement is 1/1024 of a cycle, giving a ranging measurement resolution of a little less
than 1 nsec. So, higher frequency codes give a more accurate measurement, but, since the measurement is modulo one
cycle (and the period of one cycle is smaller for higher frequencies), it also gives a more ambiguous measurement.
The ambiguity is resolved using the entire code period. The longer the PN code period, the more the range ambiguity
is resolved. Another way of stating this is that the resolution of the measurement of the period of the highest frequency
of the code determines accuracy of the measurement and the period of the code determines the modulo ofthe measurement.
The sigma ofthe measurement is set by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ofthe signal being measured and by the integration
time of the measurement. For sinewave correlation of a sequential ranging code, the sigma of the measurement, in meters,
is [ 2 ]
(1)

where T is the integration time ofthe measurement in seconds, F is the frequency of the measured tone in MHz, and PT/nio
is the received ranging power to noise spectral density in units of Hz.
It is not uncommon for the integration time to be quite large. For example, there were periods of time for the Cassini mission to Saturn that the link geometry and spacecraft accuracy needs required the integration time to be on the order of 30
minutes.
Once modulated onto the uplink, the ranging signal undergoes Doppler shifts due to spacecraft and earth motion, both on

the uplink path and the downlink path. One of the jobs of the correlator is to remove the Doppler from the received signal before doing the correlation; this allows a stable reference frame for the measurement and allows the long integration
times. Also, many deep space missions use an X-band (7145 to 7190 MHz) uplink. At X-band, the spacecraft and earth
motion can easily cause Doppler shifts on the carrier that prevent the spacecraft receiver from tracking. When this happens, the uplink carrier is tuned to reduce the frequency shifts seen by the spacecraft. These uplink tunes complicate the
measurement process of the range signal.

In general, the transmitted uplink carrier frequency, fu ( t ) ,is a function of time. The received downlink carrier frequency,
fd(t), is related to it (in the non-relativistic approximation) by

where G is the carriertransponding ratio, w is the range rate, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The chip rate is coherently
reIated to the carrier. For X-band ranging, the transmitted uplink ranging signal has a chip rate, R,(t), given by
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The received downlink ranging signal has a chip rate, &(t), that i s related to R, ( t )(in the non-relativistic approximation)
by
&(t) = (1- Lt/c)2 R,(t).
(4)
To be able to perform the correlation, a local model of the transmitted ranging signal must be available that is stationary
with respect to the received ranging signal. Since
1 221 1
&(t) = -G. -fd(t);
2396832

the measurement and a scaling of the received downlink carrier frequency gives us the chip rate of the received downlink
ranging signal. This information is used to generate the appropriate local model needed for correlation.
The correlation measures the difference in phase between the uplink and downlink ranging signals. Since the frequency
of the signal may be changing, due to the uplink tuning, the value cannot be directly converted into time (or distance). A
measurement increment, called the range unit, was selected; all ranging results are reported in these units. For X-band
ranging, the range unit (RU) is defined (for historical reasons) as

RU=

16---f',,(t))
221 1

(

-1

.
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One range unit is about 1 nsec.

JUSTIFICATION FOR REGENERATIVE RANGING
When doing standard, turn-around ranging, the spacecraft demodulates the ranging signal, filters it, and re-modulates it
onto the downlink carrier. The input to the filter has a certain ranging power to noise spectral density ratio (P,,/No), and
the filter has a certain bandwidth, B,,,. The filter bandwidth is normally about 1.5 MRz and the ranging signal i s normally
a squarewave of about 1 MHz. This means that only the first harmonic of the squarewave passes through the filter. Thus,
the signal-to-noise ratio out of the filter,
is

rrng,

From [ 3 ] , the ranging power to total power on the downlink is

Here 51(.) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one, and 8,, is the downlink ranging modulation index in radians rms. Fig. 1 provides a plot of (8), versus P,,/No, assuming a downlink modulation index of0.225 rad rms and a filter
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Figure 1: P, /Ptot for Turn-Around Ranging Channel; Brng= 1.5 MHz, Orng

= 0.225

rad rms

bandwidth of 1.5 MHz.
The received ranging power to noise spectral density, P,d/No, is

Here Pt/No is the ratio of total power to No on the downlink, and Ltlm i s the suppression of the ranging power due to the
downlink telemetry modulation.
Ltlm

=

cos2(Ohl.m)

for squarewave subcarriers and direct data modulation

5: (Qtim,) for sinewave subcarriers

Here Btlm is the downlink telemetry modulation index, in radians rms.
We now consider regenerative ranging. With regeneration of the ranging signal within the spacecraft transponder, we can
bar the uplink noise from the downlink modulator. In essence, with regeneration we are using a tracking loop with a bandwidth of about 1 Hz as a replacement for a 1.5 MHz bandpass filter. Thus, the ranging power to total power on the downlink
is

Fig. 2 plots the difference in decibels between the P,./PtOtof (1 1) and that of (8). As can be seen, for an uplink P,,/No
less than 50 dB-Hz, there is a gain in P,d/No associated with regenerative ranging, and this gain increases as the uplink
signal gets weaker. This gain in downlink signal strength can be used in three ways. First, the integration time and the
downlink ranging modulation index can remain the same, thereby reducing the sigma of the measurement. The second option is to increase the telemetry modulation index, increasing the &lmr to where the same sigma is achieved, which gives
more power for telemetry. The final option is to decrease the integration time, allowing for the same sigma in less tracking
time. Thus, regenerating the ranging signal on the spacecraft gives the spacecraft operator several options for improving
the performance.
PN RANGING SIGNAL
A PN signal is much more convenient than sequential squarewaves for regenerative ranging. With a PN signal, no h o w l edge of start time is required €or regeneration and the acquisition can begin anywhere within the sequence. This section
describes the composition and features of the PN sequence that was selected for regeneration within the STM. First we
define the code and then analyze its properties.
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Figure 2: Gain in P,/Pt,i for Regenerative PN Ranging; BrTZg
= 1.5 MHz, Brng

= 0.225 rad

rms

PN Code

The composite code is built from six component codes. The length of the n-th component code is here denoted A,, for
127126.
XI = 2, A2 = 7:A3 = 11,A4 = 15, A5 = 19, and AS = 23.
(12)
The n-th component code sequence is denoted Cn(i)for 0 5 i

< A,. The component code sequences are as follows:

G: 1 , o

cz:1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 , 1, 1, 0
1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0
1, 1, 1, 1,0, 1, 0, I , 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 0, 0
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,0, 1, 1,@,0 , 1, 1,0,0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

(73: 1,

c4:1,

c,:
cs:

The first component, C1, is also referred to as the clock component. For each code Cn(i),we define periodic code Ck(i)
with period A, bits that is formed from Cn(i)by endless repetition. That is,

CL(i)= C,(i mod An).

(131

Seq(i) = Ci(ij u [Gi(i)n Ch(i)n Ci(ij n ckjij n CA(i)], foro 5 i < K:

(14)

The composite code is

where U and n are the logical OR and logical AND operators, respectively. The resulting sequence length, denoted K,is
the product of the six component sequence lengths,

n
6

K

=

A, = 1,009,470bits.

n=l

This method of combining is different from the method discussed in 141. The method used in the STM and given in (14)
has some properties lacking in the combining method of [4], and these new properties simplify the regeneration problem.
PN Code Properties

In considering the correlation properties of the composite PN signal, it is more convenient to think in terms of bipolar bits.
For the purpose of this discussion, the correspondence between Boolean and bipolar bits will be
l + + l and 0 4 -1.

The component code sequences, regarded as periodic sequences of bipolar bits, are here denoted bn(i); these bipolar sequences are related to the periodic Boolean component sequences by
b,(i) = -1

+ 2 CA(ij.

Furthermore, we define the bipolar composite sequence

s ( i ) = -1

+ 2 Seq(i).

Both in the regenerative ranging channel of the STM and in the ranging receiver back on the ground, the incoming ranging
signal will be correlated against the component code sequences b n ( i ) . So we must consider the correlation properties of
s(i)with the b n ( i ) . Defining Cor(n, m) as the correlation o f s(i m) with bn(i),

+

By correlating against the six sequences, we simplify the design of the correlator. The six results give us a unique position
in the combined sequence, at the cost of only
6

A, = 77
n=l

correlations. For the case n = 1, the correlation is
Cor(1, m) =
For the case n # I , the correlation is

C o r ( n , m )=

{

:;0456,

0.954, meven
modd .

-0.954,

mmodX, = O
otherwise

2<n<6.

The correlation properties for this sequence are very nice. For components Cz to C6, only one offset value has a non-zero
correlation. This means that we do not have to worry about polarity and can just look for the maximum absolute value for
these components. Also, the majority of the energy is in the clock component, which will aid in acquisition ofthe sequence
in the regeneration process.
Summarizing the results in [ 3 ] , for a Pr/AToof 27 B - H z at the transponder (the design minimum SNR), and a probability
of acquiring the sequence (Pacq)of 0.999, we have the following required integration times for each of the six components:

TI= 0.006868 sec
Tz 14.94 S ~ C
Ts = 15.77 sec
T4 = 16.40 sec
T5= 16.87 sec
T , =17.19 sec
'

So, for the minimum signal level, if we integrate for 18 seconds, we will have better than a 0.999 probability of acquiring
the entire sequence. Obviously, if the signal is stronger, we can decrease the integration time.

SPACECRAFT REGENERATION DESIGN
To regenerate the ranging signal on a spacecrafl, the process must lock to the bits (chips) ofthe sequence and then correlate
the components, determining where in the sequence the signal is. Once this is done, the locked sequence can be output to
the downlink ranging modulator for transmission back to Earth. To do this, the system must track the chips, perform an
AGC function, and detect chip tracking lock. Details of the implementation are provided in [3]. The locking to the bits is
the tricky part and is discussed below.
As was previously discussed, the ranging signal is frequency coherent with the uplink carrier. The chip rate may be a function of time due to the potential uplink tuning. This chip rate is about 2 MHz. We can make use of this fact to greatly

simpIify the chip tracking. The STM must be locked to the uplink carrier to be able to demodulate the ranging signal, so
the camer frequency i s known. We can take advantage of (5) to calculate the frequency into the chip tracking loop; this
is just a scaling of the carrier NCO frequency. A11 that remains is to track the phase, something that can be done with a
simple first-order squarewave phase-locked loop.
Chip Tracking
The sequence is very nearly a squarewave with frequency RJ2. It differs from a squarewave because an occasional -1
is inverted to become a +l. We employ a squarewave phase-locked loop as a chip tracking loop. It works as follows:

An integration one chip in duration is centered about each (potential) transition of the sequence. Those integrations corresponding to (nominally) negative-going transitions are multiplied by -1. So every other integration is multiplied by -1.
In this way, phase error samples are produced at a rate R,.In the exceptional case where a -1 chip has become a +1,
a phase error of - ~ / 2radians is introduced at the negative-going transition and a paired phase error of +7r/2 radians is
introduced at the immediately following positive-going transition. These phase errors occur within a phase-locked loop,
and so the effect on the tracking phase error is greatly diminished by the low-pass fiItering of the loop.
Since the frequency i s known (due to the signal being frequency synchronous with the carrier, we only require a first order
phase-locked loop to track the chips, greatly simplifying the hardware design.
System Operation

The operation of the system is as follows:

1. The carrier loop locks to the uplink.
2. The chip tracking loop locks to the ranging signal, which is available at the output of the coherent demodulator.
3. The correlators correlate the chips for an integer number of sequence cycles, to get the desired integration time.
4. The position in the code is determined by the results of the correlators. The output code generator is set to this result,
and the chip tracking loop NCO is used to clock the data to the downlink ranging modulator.
5 . After each integration period, the position in the code i s compared to the position in the output code generator. Agreement is used to indicate lock.
EXAMPLES
Two exarnpks of the advantage ofregenerative ranging over turn-around ranging are considered here.[5] The first exampIe
is Mars Global Surveyor (MGS). The required ranging integration times for turn-around sequential squarewave ranging are
given below. 2
'1 is the integration time for the highest frequency squarewave. Tz is the integration time for each ambiguityresolving squarewave.
Turn-around Sequential Squarewave Ranging (MGS)
Uplink P,.,/No (a-Hz)
Downlink P,d/No (dB-Hz)
Number of components
TI (SI
T2 (SI
Cycle time (s)

44.9
10.0

18
20
10
210

Ifregenerative PN ranging were used instead, there is a considerable gain in downlink P,d/No.
Regenerative PN Ranging (MGS)
Spacecraft integration time (s)
0.5
Downlink P,d/No gain (a) 17.6
As a second example, we consider Cassini at two different phases of the mission: Venus cruise and at Saturn.

Turn-around Sequential Squarewave Ranging (Cassini)
Uplink P,,/N, ( a - H z )
Downlink PTd/hTO( a - H z )
Number of components

Venus cruise
35.8
-8.4

10
1248
60
1800

T
l (SI

Tz (SI
Cycle time (s)

Saturn
61.8
12.0
10
47

I
70

If regenerative PN ranging were used instead, there is a considerable gain in downlink P,d/No for Venus cruise.
Regenerative PN Ranging (Cassini)
Spacecraft integration time (s)
Downlink P,d/No gain (a)

Venus cruise
2.3
24.7

Saturn
0.5
3.3

CONCLUSION
A method for regenerating the ranging signal at a spacecraft was presented. This method allows for an increase of up to
30 dB in received downlink ranging power. The increased power can be used to decrease the measurement uncertainty,
reduce the time of the measurement, or increase the power allocated to the downlink telemetry; all important issues for
deep space missions. This system is being implemented in the Spacecraft Transponding Modem that is being developed
by JPL for NASA.
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